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*PRAY 
 

Believe it or not, I played Little League baseball growing up. Now the part you 

may not believe is that I was pretty good. In fact, when I came out as gay to my kid 

brother shortly after graduating college, one of his first responses was: “But you were so 

good at baseball!” I assured him that gay men could be good at sports too. 

As the temperature rises and the humidity increases, our thoughts turn to 

summer activities. Whether you stay here or go north greatly affects how you anticipate 

those summer activities. But no matter your zip code, baseball season is well under way 

and the “boys of summer” have taken to the field.  

Returning to the subject of Little League, it is during those spring and summer 

days that children get their first experience of playing on a team, of learning about the 

rules of play, and of listening to and heeding their coach. I remember that first voice 

spoken into my ear as I stood at home plate, gripping the bat like a lifeline, waiting for 

that first pitch. 

Unlike the actual game, when coaches call out from the sidelines, in a baseball 

batting practice the coach is right behind the Little Leaguer — squaring their shoulders, 

positioning the bat, adjusting their grip, evening out their elbows, speaking instructions 

every step of the way… 

Elbows down. 

Bat back to your ear. 

Keep your eye on the ball. 
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Swing! 

Some voices stay with us forever. And so, I wonder: What voices have spoken in 

your life, and can you still hear them? 

There are voices of encouragement that urge us to keep trying, keep working, 

keep doing what we know is right. The great mentors of our lives. The cheerleaders on 

the sidelines of life. The teachers, Sunday School leaders, parents, grandparents, aunts 

and uncles, the people who believed in us.  

If we are honest, there are also those voices we hear that accuse us of not being 

good enough or of not deserving anything better than what we’re getting. 

The voices we listen to in our heart and soul can strengthen us or shatter us, 

push us forward or pull us down. The power of the voice we ultimately answer to can 

determine the destiny and direction of our life. 

In this morning’s scripture reading from the gospel according to John, it is the 

power and authority of Jesus’ voice that transformed the life of one person. It was also 

the voice that challenged the preconceptions of many others. Jesus, in Jerusalem for 

one of Judaism’s many annual festivals, does not settle himself among the pious 

pilgrims. Instead he wanders north to the “Sheep Gate” and the healing pool found 

there. 

The “Sheep Gate” was a place that showcased human frailty and misery. Among 

all the ill and incapacitated, Jesus’ eye immediately discerned an especially distressing 

case — a man who had been suffering with illness and infirmity for thirty-eight years. It 

is to that individual that Jesus turns his attention and voices his offer — “Do you want to 

be made well?” 
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Well, do you? 

Do you want to be made well? 

At first hearing this seems like a ridiculous question. Of course the ill man, lying 

on the ground, waiting for some extra-terrestrial angel to stir up some healing waters he 

can bathe in, wants to be well. 

But where is this man’s family? Where are those who might have helped him 

make it to those waters when they were angel-agitated. Somehow, he is getting food. 

Somewhere he is offered shelter. But his identity has shrunk to “the man on the mat.” 

He is no longer a son, or a father, or a husband, or a pious man. His identity is that of 

an invalid. Does he, truly, want to be “healed” of that long-held self-identity? 

We all have “voices” in our heads that tell us good things and accuse us of bad 

things. We all have voices in our heads that encourage us to greatness or impel us 

toward destruction. In this week’s gospel text Jesus’ voice offers a startlingly new sound 

— the unexpected, unprecedented voice that offers a completely new possibility. Jesus’ 

voice does not offer advice. Jesus’ voice does not offer judgment. Jesus’ voice offers 

nothing less than the possibility of complete transformation. 

Jesus’ vocal offer to the man languishing by the healing pool is a call to 

wholeness and health. Jesus’ voice commands all those who are frail and failing to 

listen up, and rise up, and walk. Jesus’ voice is individually directed towards all those in 

need, regardless of the day, or how dire their circumstances. 

Have you heard that voice? Can you still hear that voice? The voice that is 

inviting you to transformation.  
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Cameron Lyle, a 21-year-old Division I varsity track and field athlete at the 

University of New Hampshire, heard the voice and it changed his life forever. It also is 

saving another life. A couple of years ago, in a school cafeteria, Lyle allowed his cheek 

to be swabbed to join a bone marrow registry. He was told at the time that there was a 

one in five million chance for a non‑family match. Well, a few months ago he learned 

that he had hit the jackpot. He was a perfect match for a stranger, a 28-year old young 

man with cancer. Without the bone marrow transplant, that young man has only six 

months to live. The kicker is that a bone marrow transplant leaves the donor in such a 

depleted condition that they can hardly raise their hands above their head, much less 

throw a hammer or discus. A large needle withdraws liquid bone marrow from a pelvic 

bone in a surgical procedure in which the donor is under anesthesia. After the surgery, 

the donor can’t lift more than 20 pounds over his head. So, to donate his marrow meant 

Lyle had to forfeit his final season on the university track team. 

Lyle said his decision to give up athletics to help someone else was “kind of a 

no‑brainer.” His mother said, “He is my hero. When your children inspire you to be 

better people, you know it's come full circle and he's inspired his mom to be a better 

person."  

There are a lot of voices clamoring for our attention and focus. So, the question 

naturally becomes: Which voice will you listen to? The one that offers us transformation 

and new life? Or the one that says keep the ordinary the ordinary? You deserve what 

you get.  

Christ said that he came that we might have life and have it abundantly! My 

prayer is that we can listen to Christ’s voice and live into that abundance and joy!  


